
Company No. 08644037 

 

ContractNo.20158 

 

Dated 18/05/2015 

 

This is a contract between Right Choice Cleaning Ltd, hereafter referred to as ’RCC’ 

 

& 

 

Mr/Mrs/Ms Eamonn Taylor, hereafter referred to as ‘The Client’ of, Fairview Window Cleaning 

 

Of: 40 Kings Court, Hamlet Gardens, W6 0RN 

 

Head Office:    Mobile Number: 07754 606479  Email: tayloremonn@gmail.com 

 

1. This contract is for the supply and sale of window cleaning customer details; hereafter referred to as ‘The Work’ 

from RCC to The Client. 

 

2. The sum total of ‘The Work’ to be sold by RCC to The Client will be circa £2,000 (two thousand pounds) of work 

‘per clean’, in the following areas Twickenham 

 

3. ‘Per Clean’ means each scheduled clean by The Client on a four week interval (interval meaning the time elapsed 

between each separate clean of each respective customer). 

 

4. Correspondingly; eight week intervals will be counted as half the value of The Work per Clean amount. 

 

5. A payment of a £3,500 deposit will become due at the time of signing this contract. 

 

6. The sum total of remuneration paid by The client to RCC; will be £7,000. Deposit of £3,500 followed by a final 

payment of £3,500 to receive the complete work file to include customers’ full details. 

 

7. The Deposit payment is due at the time of signing or electronically accepting this contract; followed by a final 

payment for the work, will be made by The Client to RCC at the times agreed above before the transfer of work can 

be finalised. All payments must be showing as cleared funds in our Barclays account: Right Choice Cleaning Ltd 

(RCC) sort code20-11-74 account number 53237230prior to our handing the work file over to you. 

 

8. It is your responsibility to ensure all payments into the above account are given a reference of ‘your personal name’ 

to confirm your individual deposit. Once sold the round; as specified above, will be the sole property of The Client, 

RCC will have NO FURTHER claim to the work or the customers. ALL future enquires from any SOLD customers will 

be diligently passed onto The Client. We are happy to extend a one month’s guarantee to the work sold, so if any 

customers cancel resulting in a reduced total below £2,000 per month we will replace these like for like to bring 

the total monthly work value back to £2,000. This guarantee does not cover negligence on your part resulting in 

the customer’s cancellation. 

 

 

Please use the cut and paste section from the accompanying email to confirm this contract. 

Right Choice Cleaning Ltd 

Head Office: Enterprise House, Delta Way, 

Egham, Surrey, TW20 8RX 

Tel: 0800 756 6995 

Website: www.buyawindowcleaningfranchise.co.uk  

Email:      info@buyawindowcleaningfranchise.co.uk  


